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D. Duffus et I. Rival [1] ont propos6 une th6orie de structure pour les ensembles ordonn6s 
bas6e sur les constructions de produits directs et r6traets. Les vari~t~s d'ordre sont les classes 
d'ensembles ordonn6s closes par produits directs et r6tracts. A toute classe k d'ensembles 
ordonn6s peut &re assoei6e la plus petite vad6t6 d'ordre k ~ contenant k. Celle-ci, appel6e /a 
vari~t~ engendr~e par k, s'obtient en formant d'abord les produits directs d'616ments de k puis 
les r6traets de ces produits [1, Proposition 4.2]. Un ensemble ordonn6 P est representable par 
une famille (Pi, i ~/) d'ensembles ordonn6s i chaque Pi est r6tract de-P et si P lui-m6me st 
r6tract du produit direct I-~.~ P~. L'ensemble Pest  irr~ductible si pour toute repr6sentation par 
une famille (P~, i ~ I) il est r6tract d'un des Pi (voir [1]). Les settles ehalnes irr6ductibles sont 1, 
2, ~ II ae t  a~13 a, o~ aet /3  sont des ordinaux r6guliers [1, Proposition 5.7]. Tout treillis de 
largeur finie a tree repr6sentation par ces chalnes [2, Section 6]. 
Cet article concerne les semi-treilli~. Nous donnons une liste complete des v-semi-treillis 
irr6ducibles et montrons clue tout v-semi-treilli.~ de largeur fmie a une repr6sentation par ces 
irr&luctibles. Le fait important est que tout semi-treini.~ de largeur fmie a la 'propri&6 forte de 
s61ection'; ceci - ajout6 ~ 'la propd6t6 de saut' - donne tree caract6risation detoutes les vari6t6s 
engendr6s par les semi-treillis de largeur fmie (eL [3]). 
1. Introduction 
In [1] D. Duffus and I. Rival proposed a structure theory for ordered sets based 
on the constructions of direct products and retracts. Classes of ordered sets closed 
under the formation of direct products and retracts are called order varieties. For a 
class ~ of ordered sets the smallest order variety containing ~,  denoted by ~ ~, can 
be obtained by forming first all direct products of members of g and then all 
retracts of these direct products [1, Proposition 4.2]; we say that ~" is the order 
variety generated by g. An ordered set has a representation by the family (Pi: i ~ I) 
of ordered sets if each Pi is a retract of P and P itself is a retract of the direct 
product l] i~Pi. P is irreducible if, for any representation of P by a family 
(P~:i ~/ ) ,  P is a retract of Pi for some i~ I (see [1]). 
The only irreducible chains are 1, 2, a,  13 a, or et~)13 a, where a and/3 are regular 
ordinals [1, Proposition 5.7]. I. Rival and R. Wille proved that every lattice of 
finite width has a representation by these chains [2, Section 6]. 
This paper is about semilattices. We will provide a complete l ist  of the 
irreducible v-semilattices of finite width, and show that every v-semilattice of 
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finite width has a representation by these irreducibles. The important fact will be 
that every semilattice of finite width has the 'strong selection property'. This 
provides together with the corresponding ' ap property' a characterization f all 
varieties generated by semilattices of finite width (cf. [3]). 
2. Strong selection property and gap properties 
First we recall some definitions (see [3]). We say that an ordered set P has the 
strong selection property if there is an order-preserving map fe from ~ (P), the set 
of all bounding pairs (D, U) of P, into P such that [r,(D, U)~ D*A U..  Re- 
member that a pair (D, U) consisting of a down set D and an up set U of P is a 
bounding pair if D* n U.  ~ O, where D* = {x ~ P: x 1> d (d ~ D)} and U.  = 
{x~P: x<~u(u~ U)}. ~(P)  is ordered by (D, U)<~(E, V): ¢:~Dc_E, V=_ U. For a 
class ~ of ordered sets we say that P has the ~-gap property if every gap of P is 
separated by some member of ~. A pair (A, B) of subsets of P is a gap of P if 
A=_B.  and A*AB.  =¢ holds. An ordered set Q separates the gap (A,B) if 
there is an order-preserving map [ :P  ~ Q such that (fA,/B) is a gap of Q. 
Proposition 1 ([3, Theorem 1]). Let P be an ordered set with the strong selection 
property and let ~ be a class o[ ordered sets, at least one containing two comparable 
elements. Then P is a member o[ ~ if[ P has the ~-gap property. 
3. v-sena']lattkes of finite width 
Prolmsifmn 2. Every v-semilattice of[inite width has the strong selection property. 
Proof. (cf. [2, Section 6]). Let H be a v-semilattice of finite width. By a theorem 
of Dilworth there are finitely many subchains C1 , . . . ,  C,, of H such that 
H = Ca U- • .0  C~. Let , /be  a well order of H. For each bounding pair (D, U) of 
H we define ~(D,U)=mir tv (~nD*nU. )  provided that ~AD*AU.¢¢  
( i= l , . . . ,m) .  Now, we define /~r~ from ~(H)  into H by fH(D, U) = 
supn~(D', U'): (D', U')e~(H), (D', U')<~(D, U), i e{1,..., m} with q nD'*n 
U' ,  ~ ~} for all (D, U) e • (H). If this strpremum exists, then [H(D, U) e D* n u, 
and/~r~ is order-preserving. Thus, it remains to prove that this supremum exists. 
Let a=supr~(D,  U) : i¢{1 , . . . ,m} with ~AD*AU.~¢}.  Suppose that the 
supremum above does not exist. Then there is an i such that {a}U~(D' ,  U'): (D', 
U')<~(D, U) in ~(/-/) and G AD'*A  U ' .~¢} has no supremum in H. From the 
definition of ~ it follows G A D*O U.  = ¢. Now we can choose a subehain 
tl < t2 < ' "  " of ~. satisfying the fol lowing conditions: 
(i) t~ =~(Dk, Uk) for some (Dk, Uk)<~(D, U) in ~(H),  
(ii) tk'/t~+l (k = 1, 2 , . . . ) ,  
(iii) avt l  <avt2<avt3<.  . . . 
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By (ii) there must be d~, dE , . . .~D with d i~t  k ¢:~j<~k. This implies that 
{tkvdk, tk - lvdk+x, . . . ,  tlvd2k-t} is a k-element antichain in H for every k = 
1, 2 , . . .  which contradicts the assumption of finite width. [] 
Tlheorem. Every v-semilatfice of finite width has a representation by a family of 
irreducible ordered sets, each isomorphic to 1, 2, a, I~ a, a~l~ a, S~, ot~S~, T~o,. a), or 
at~ T~¢,. a), where o~ and/3 are regular ordinals, S~ is the v-semilattice 2" without 
least element and T~,, a) is the semilatfice 2" × (1~1] a) without least element. 
In T~(,.a) let c, =(1 , . . . ,  1;3") for 0 ---< 3' ---< /3 and ~ =(1 , . . . ,0 , . . . ,  1;0) ('0' in 
the ith component) and the coatoms of 2"` x {0} for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Then (~, C U D) 
is a gap of T~(,. a) where C = {c~: 0 <-- 3" </3} and D = {dl, d2,. • •, d~ }. Furthermore, 
' . d~-(0, . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0;/3) ('1' in the ith compo- let c~ = (0 , . . ,  0; 3") for 0 <~ 3' </3, ' - 
nent) for i= l , . . . ,n  the atoms of 2"`×{/3} and C'={c~:0---<3"</3}, D '= 
{d l , . . . ,  d~}. See Fig. 1. 
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Lemma. Let h be an order-preserving map from T~(.. s) into an ordered set P which 
maps the gap (f~, CUD)  of T~..a> onto a gap of P, i.e. (h(CUD)) .=~).  Then 
h(T~(.,~))~T~(,,,a) and x~'+Ah<r~>){Y:y~x} defines a retraction from P onto 
Proof. The restriction of h to D 'UD must be an embedding since (h (CUD)) .  = 
~t. Let 3" <~/3, (x; 3")~(y; 3") in 2"x  {3"}. Then there are (a';/3) ~ D', (a; 0 )~D such 
that a'~<x, a~y but a '~a,  and this implies h(x; 3")~;h(y; 3"), i.e., the restriction 
of h to 2"× {3"} is an embedding for any 3"~</3. Now, since C~C'-~f~ a, h (C)~ 
h(C') ~ II a holds by the regularity of the ordinal/3. This proves our lemma, r-q 
l~olmsition 3. For regular ordinals a, [3 and n ~N, T~o ~ ~) and a~T~(..~) are 
irreducible. 
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Proof. If T~(,,a ) has a representation by the family (P~: i ~ I) then there is a 
projection ,ri : T~..a ~ ---> P~ which maps the gap (0, CO D) onto a gap of P~. By our 
lemma T~c,,a)~r~(T~,,a ~) is a retract of P~. Hence T~(,,a) is irreducible. Similarly 
we get the irreducibility of a~T~c,.a ~. [] 
For the irreducibility of the semilattices Sa, and ~x~S~ see [3, Proposition 14]. 
Proof of the theorem. Let H be a v-semilattice of finite width and C1, . . . ,  C~ 
subchains of H with H = C1 O. • • O C~. By Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 we 
only have to show that every gap of H has a separator isomorphic to a, 13 d, et(~ 13 2, 
Sa~, a~S~,  T~(,~ a ), or a~) T~(,. a), which is a retract of H for some regulars cz,/3 and 
some n ~ ~. 
Let (A, B) be a gap of H. Suppose A 56 0 and let A~. = A n ~,  i = 1 , . . . ,  m. If 
there were elements ~ ~A*~ A B .  for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m we would have that 
d lV - . .vd~A*nB,  which is a contradiction. Hence there is ke{1, . . . ,  m} 
with * A k O B .  = 0. Let ~t be the cofmality of the chain Ak. If A = 0 let tz = 0. 
Now, (0, B) is a gap of the v-semilattice H '= H\B.  and 14'= C~ O. . .  O C" 
with C;-- C i \ B ,  holds. 
Case 1. Suppose there are elements b l , . . . ,  bq in B such that {b l , . . . ,  bq}. = 0 
but {b l , . . . ,  bs-~, bs+~,..., bq}. ~ 0 for all s = 1 , . . . ,  q. Let a l , . . . ,  aq ~ H' with 
aT ~< bs ¢# r56 s and let h be the v-semilattice-homomorphism from Sq ato H' which 
maps the minimal elements (0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0) ('1' in the ith component) of S~ to 
the a~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  q). If we take/3 = 1 in our lemma we get that h is a coretraction 
and that Sq aseparates the gap (0, B) of /4' .  Hence oL~Sa4 separates the gap (A, B) 
of H. 
Case 2. If Bk* = 0 for some k = 1 , . . . ,  m (Bk = B n C~), a(~ ~a separates the 
gap (A, B) where /3 is the cofinality of B~. 
Case 3. Suppose neither Case 1 nor Case 2 holds. The chains Cx , . . . ,  Cm may 
be numered such a way that (BaO. - -UB, ) .=O and (B IU" 'UBs-xU 
B~+x O. - -  OBq), # O holds for all s = 1 , . . . ,  q. Now, there must exist t~{1, . . . ,  q} 
and b~ ~ B~ (s # t) with (B, U {b~: s # t}). = O. Observe that for any rl, rE ~ {1 , . . . ,  q} 
there is bl ~ B,~ such that ({bl}UB,). = (B,~ U B , ) .  or vice-versa. Otherwise we 
would have elements bl~>b~2>"" in B,,, b21>bz2>""  in B,:, x~, x~2,.. .~ 
(B , ) . \ (B , ) . ,  and Xzx, x22,... ~(B,1). \ (B,) .  with Xli ~<blj, Xzi ~<bzi ¢*/>~/. We 
would obtain a p-element antichain {XllVX2v,..., x~oVX2x} in H' for each 
p = 1, 2, . . . .  If we write B~---> B~ if there is some b ~B~ such that (B~ O Bi). = 
(B~ U{b}). then we get at least a tournament on {B1, . . . ,  B,}. This tournament 
has a directed path through all the vertices, say B1---> Bz-->-- .--> B,. Now, 
(B1U{b2, . . . ,  bq}). = O. 
Let a2 , . . . ,a~B~,  with o,<~b~c~r#s. For each C~B1 there is x ,e  
{c, b2 , . . . ,  b,}. since Case 1 fails to hold. Let X= {xe:c ~ Bx} and X i = X A C; 
( /= 1 , . . . ,  m). There is ] e {1 , . . . ,  m} with tX~ ={y ~ H': y >~ x for some x ~ X~} ~_ 
B1. Let/3 be the eofinality of X~ and {xv: 0<---~/</3} monotone (i, e., x v >xv+x for 
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all 3' </3) and coinitial in X i; let {yv: 0 ~< 3" </3'} be monotone and coinitial in B1, 
where/3' is the cofmality of B~. For 3" </3 we define c~ = min{ys" 8 </3', Y8 >~ x~}. 
Then {c.~: 3" </3} is monotone and coinitial in BI and by the regularity of 13 and 
/3',/3 =/3' holds. 
Let h be the v-semilattice-homomorphism from T~(,_I, B) into H'  defined by 
h(d'i) = a~+l for i = 1 , . . . ,  q -  1 and h(c 0 = x. v for 0 <~ 3" </3. Observe that this 
extension is possible since T~(q_l. ~) is v-generated by {d ; , . . . ,  d~-i, c~(0 ~< 3" </3)} 
and the ordering of {a2, . . . ,  %, b2, . . . ,  bq} coincides with that of {d~, . . . ,  d~_~, 
d l , . . . ,  dq-1} in T~(q_i,~). 
We claim that (h(C t3 D)) .  = O. Otherwise there would be y e (h(C tAD)) and 
y<~h(di.)=h(c~vV{d~:i--f i]})=XoVV{a~+l:i~j}<~bi+i as well as y~<h(c)= 
! P f _ _  
h(c.~vdiv"  •"vdq_ l ) -xvva2v .  • .vaq~c.~ hold for every i=  1 , . . . ,q -1  and 
3" </3. But this is impossible since (B~ U{b2, . . . ,  bq}). = O. 
Finally, by our lemma, h(T~(,_~,~))~ T (q-i,a) is a retract of H'  and the gap 
(A, B) of H is separated by a~T~(q_x, B)- This concludes the proof. [] 
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